Psychometric properties of belief measures about osteoporosis and its control.
Osteoporosis (OP) is a chronic health condition with potentially serious consequences. Although preventive behaviors are important to control OP, many people do not engage in such behaviors. Although beliefs about preventive behaviors for OP influence such behaviors, we could not find psychometrically strong measures of such beliefs for use in planned research. Our initial study was done to assess the content validity, clarity, and internal consistency of belief measures regarding behaviors to control OP: perceived competence, perceived susceptibility, and perceived severity, based on relevant theories. Using a descriptive design, we recruited five clinicians to rate proposed measures for content validity. We also recruited fifty-one older adults from five different counties in a Midwestern state to respond to proposed measures so we could assess clarity and internal consistency reliability. The content validity indices of items varied from 0.60-1.00. The content validity indices of scales varied from 0.73-1.00. For reliability, the final Cronbach's alphas were 0.79-0.96. Addressing a gap in research, we have documented good psychometric properties of belief measures regarding OP and its control. In describing our search for psychometrically sound measures, we have raised issues for future researchers to consider prior to adopting use of existing measures. Nurses can use these measures to assess and address the accuracy of patients' beliefs either individually or in groups. Researchers can use these measures to examine whether or not psycho-educational interventions influence beliefs about OP and its control.